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The article focuses on the study of the notional, axi-

Ukrainian, as well as the determination of the contrastive attributes of this concept in Anglo-American 
and Ukrainian linguistic cultures.

culture.



attractiveness appeal attrait, charme,
Attraktivität Ausstrahlung

personne charmante
charmeur

Charmeur, 

charmant

betoverend
bekoorlijk
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magic power
incantation enchantment
attractiveness appeal

charisma

charm
charme

charme
carmen

canere 
charm

charmer

“I am charmed”
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charmer
a person with an attractive, engaging personality, 

a person who habitually seeks to impress or 
manipulate others by exploiting an ability to charm

charmer
charmer – a person 

claiming or seeming to have magical powers
magician, sorcerer

He was a charmer, and could 
even read the thoughts of people

 charmer – an attractive person, one who 
possesses great attractiveness or powers of 
fascination; usually applied to a woman

charmer
allurer 

, enticer ,
inveigler , smoothie 

, sweet talker heart-
throb, lady-killer

You always have to act like some half-
assed charmer scamming like it really mattered 

 a sweetie, a sweet girl pippin
sweet pie lovely, honey, dearie

cutie Her boyfriend’s a real cutie
in her days as a chorus girl she was a real cutie

a little charmer, little kiddie charmers, 
little angel Bella’s a little charmer – 
you’ll never meet a more likeable child 

charmer
Prince Charming -

suitor
a man 

of often specious charm toward women

Snow White”, “Sleeping 
Beauty”, “Cinderella

She was still waiting to 
meet her Prince Charming “I’ve found my Prince 
Charming”: Luxembourg’s bride on how she fell in 

charming
captivating

5 Captivating Personalities From 
Across the Social Web enchanting

The power of enchanting eyes
engaging

Movie stars often have an engaging aura
that is hard to describe; fascinating

My Brother Is A
Fascinating Storyteller

Why Men Can’t Resist a
Fascinating Woman glamorous

She looked glamorous in her 
formal black gown) ravishing

She is a beauty
winsome

To be feminine, pretty, intelligent and kind – 
aren’t these the four most basic winsome feminine 
traits that count in the art of pleasing men?

appealing
appealing:

appearance, character or wealth?), 

sex appeal winning = 
winsome taking
winning smile, taking smile, winsome smile

unlock a winning personality
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charm

charme




